
P L A I N FA N C Y.C O M

Dealer Info:

Plain & Fancy is a devoted steward of the earth because we live here, too. We improve our green initiatives  

by reducing material waste, increasing recycling efforts, lowering energy requirements and minimizing pollutants. 

We also only partner with environmentally responsible vendors who, like us, are committed to giving back. It’s why 

we support the local historic society and our first responders. And it’s why our employees are fund raisers for local 

charities and coaches in local schools. We’re proud to serve the communities we call home.

»  Fall in love every day for a lifetime, with Plain & Fancy Custom Cabinetry. 
Call (800) 447-9006 or visit plainfancy.com today.

Pictures printed on paper or conveyed on the 
web do not always represent the exact colors  
and textures of wood stains and painted finishes. 
Ask your dealer to see actual samples.
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OVER 100 CHOICES AND COUNTING  
Whether you prefer a clean and sophisticated look or lean more toward a casual  
style with a slight French flair, your Plain & Fancy designer will make the experience 
one you’ll love as much as the end product.
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10Finish first

Fit for life

Uniquely you

Grown for greatness

Dream in color

Room to reimagine Made to  
love for life Just the  

right light

The little big things

More doors to exploreCraftsmanship is our culture—it’s 
at the heart of everything we do. 
We’re proud that every one of your 
cabinets are finished by hand, one 
by one. Our artisan-rendered hand 
finishing paired with our state-of-
the-art finishing technology, creates 
a flawless finish that you have to see 
and feel to believe. And we promise 
it will be just as beautiful in years to 
come as it is today.

Every door and every drawer are hand fitted 
one at a time. We insist on a meticulous  
fit because that’s what we’re known for.  
Our philosophy and methodology haven’t  
changed in over 40 years—because you  
deserve the best. 

From classic to contemporary to cutting edge 
and every style in between, we’re going to  
create a new backdrop for your life. Our clients 
choose custom cabinetry that can transport 
them to a storybook French country villa or to  
a modern urban escape. Share your dreams with 
us, and we will hand craft it into reality for you. 

Custom color is our most requested finish, 
and that makes your favorite our specialty. 
We’ve perfected the process to deliver your 
exact choice. Work with your designer, who 
will assist you with choosing and sending a 
sample, and we will match a color just for you.

We offer literally hundreds of cabinet door options. 
And, on our website, we highlight our most popular 
styles so it’s easy for you to find your favorite.

We want you to love your new room so we invite 
you to make it uniquely yours. To ensure that 
happens, a Plain & Fancy designer will help you 
choose options for posts, turnings, corbels, and 
moldings to create a signature look.

Would you like a mudroom with built-in storage? 
Or an office that’s so smartly organized, it’s an 
inspiring place to work? From living rooms to 
libraries and every nook in between, we can craft 
custom cabinetry for any space in your home.

You should enjoy your cabinetry for as long  
as you own your home. And we guarantee  
that you can. All you have to do is register  
online to secure your cabinetry warranty.

From dimmable options to an under 
cabinet glow, lighting adds depth 
and drama to your room. We offer 
the latest trends and technology so 
you can illuminate your space your 
way. All our factory-installed lights 
are LED, which makes them efficient 
and long lasting.

Companies from all over the globe source their furniture-grade woods 
from Pennsylvania’s countryside. That means the world’s finest hardwoods 
are right in our backyard. Our wood and veneers are hand selected for 
color, premium grade, and consistent appearance to ensure you’re getting 
the highest quality for the best value.

When you love your cabinets, the last thing you want  
to do is to wait. That’s why we barcode your job and 
place it into our master scheduling system. Everything  
is scheduled and managed for on-time delivery.

Shouldn’t function be wrapped in style? A well-organized 
space is a beautiful thing. That’s why you can choose from 
leading-edge storage solutions. Our European hardware 
optimizes every cabinet for storage and access. From organiz-
ing cutlery, dry goods, and cookware to small appliances and 
recycling solutions, these stunning accessories can create up 
to 30% more storage capacity and 100% more happiness.

5
Notable unnoticeables 
With cabinet floors flush to the front frame, cleaning  
is quick and sliding dishes in and out is a breeze.  
Our cabinets are built to be perfectly square and tops  
on drawers make them virtually jam proof. And the  
finished product is always gorgeous!

11On time, every time

Our family-owned company has been hand crafting cabinetry in 
the heart of Pennsylvania Dutch Country for more than 45 years. 
Though we’ve grown from a company that started in a garage to 
a 250,000-square-foot manufacturing facility, our commitment 
to quality has never changed.

The craft of construction
With time-tested construction methods, Pennsylvania craftsmen 
bring your designs to life the old-fashioned way—one cabinet 
at a time—with mortise and tenon joinery, dovetailed drawer 
boxes, and fine furniture-making methodology. 9

6
4

Beautifully complete
We invite you to create designer ends on your cabinetry 
with nonworking doors or beautiful beaded panels—so 
your piece is stunning from every side. And all drawers 
feature full extension and a whisper-quiet soft close.  
No detail is overlooked. 16

13
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Tailored detail
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Built in the USA8
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